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The matrix reloaded parents guide

MATRIX REBOOTED (2003) (Keanu Reeves, Laurence Fishburne) (R) QUICK TAKE: Sci-fi: Various freedom fighters learn more facts about their existence as they prepare to fight their former oppressor, machines that enslave people in a fantasy world known as the Matrix. PLOT: In a world where machines get their
power from unconscious human slaves who exist in a fabricated reality that seems normal to them, an increasing number of freed slaves - including Counsellor Hamman (ANTHONY ZERBE) and Commander Lock (HARRY LENNIX) - hope to overthrow their former machine oppressors. Things don't look good, however,
as the machine world sent a quarter of a million robotic watchers to find escapes and destroy them and their world, which is known as Zion. Accordingly, Locke is not happy that the Crew of The Navuccianezzar - consisting of the leader of Morpheus (LAURENCE FISHBURNE), now the almighty student Of Neo (KEANU
REEVES), ally Trinity (CARRIE-ANN MOSS) and pilot Link (HAROLD PERRINEO) - followed his own course of action, including visiting the Matrix. As they and the rest of the people prepare for battle, Neo must also fight Agent Smith (HUGO WEAVING), an anthropomorphic physical representation of the machine world
that has similarly managed to escape the Matrix and wants revenge on The One. After meeting him and his many duplicates, Neo visits Oracle (GLORIA FOSTER), who informs him that they will need to find Key Maker (RANDALL DUK KIM) if they want to succeed. Unfortunately, he was kidnapped by the mighty
Merovingian (Lambert Wilson) and his guany. From that point on, and with the help of Lock's lover, Niobe (JADA PINKETT SMITH), and Merovingian's wife, Perseton (MONICA BELLUCCI), Neo and his allies have set themselves up for everything they can to stop the machines and save humanity. WILL THE CHILDREN
WANT TO SEE THIS? If they're fans of the first film or anyone in the cast, it's a good bet they want to see it. WHY THE MPAA rated it: R For sci-fi violence and some sexuality. CAST AS ROLE MODELS: KEANU REEVES plays one that has been chosen by freedom fighters to fight and overthrow a world where
machines use uninformed people as energy sources. He fights various villains, briefly uses profanity and has sex with trinity. Laurence Fishburne plays his mentor, who does not obey military orders in his belief that he and his small team are doing the right thing to insure victory. He struggles with different characters.
Carrie-Ann Moss plays her partner and lover neo, with whom she has sex. She also fights various villains. Harold Perrineo plays the pilot of his ship, who returns to duty despite his wife's protestations. HUGO WEAVING plays a now rogue and vindictive representative agent of the machine world who wants to kill Neo.
JADA PINKETT SMITH plays Morpheus's former lover who them to fight their Lambert Wilson plays some powerful figure who has kidnapped a key man in The Neo and the quest for the freedom of others. MONICA BELLUCCI plays his voluptuous wife, who agrees to help Neo and murder one of her husband's goose.
GLORIA FOSTER plays Oracle, who enlightens Neo about his quest. RANDALL DUK KIM plays an imprisoned Key Maker who is literally the key to helping freedom fighters. HARRY LENNYKS plays a military rebel leader who briefly uses some profanity and is angry with Morpheus for disobedience to his orders. CAST,



CREW, &amp;; TECHNICAL INFORMATION AS OTHERS HAVE APPRECIATED THIS FILM I wonder if this title is entertaining, any good, and/or has any artistic merit? Then read our TAKE movie of this movie. (Note: Our Take this title review examines the film's artistic merits and doesn't take into account any of the
possibly inappropriate material listed below).) OUR WORD TO PARENTS: Below is a short summary of the content found in this R. Profanity-rated sci-fi film consisting of at least 2 words f, 13 words s, and other expresidents and colorful phrases. Part of the sex scene is visible (the beginning and end show full-body
shots with some partial nudity, while the middle head and shoulders include resinted movement and kisses, etc.). Other passionate recoveries are taking place, hordes of people are involved in some dressed dirty dancing style activity (with what looked like a short shot of bare breasts through a transparent shirt), and
some sexually connected dialogue is present. Violence consists of a large lot of very stylized and sometimes brutal martial arts violence (made in an exaggerated comic/sci-fi style), as well as shootouts where different characters are killed (some of whom aren't really real). Other deaths and attempted lives are also
present. Some of these scenes have bloody results and, along with other moments, can be intense, hectic or stressful for the audience. Damage and destruction of property are also occurring. Some children may be attractive to emulate all the fighting and tricks that take place in the film, one character has wine and
different characters have varying degrees of bad attitude. If you are still concerned about the feasibility of the film for yourself or anyone else in your home, you can look more closely at our detailed lists for more specific information regarding the content of the film. Merovingian's alcohol or drug use has wine.
BLOOD/GORE Some blood comes out when Trinity is shot in the trunk and we also see blood on her face (we later see it again). Agent Smith jams his hand into the man's chest, causing black electronic blood to flow from the wound and cover the man's body (until he turns into Smith's duplicate). The man uses a knife to
cut his palm twice (with blood coming out). Smith does breast thing with Neo (with (with black electronic blood comes out), but Neo overcomes it. Later, another version of Smith does this to another person (with the result of black blood) and it happens again to another person. Persephone shoots one man in the head
(with blood splattering). Some blood drips to the floor during the brawl. Trinity shoots gonna in the arm (with bloody results) and then has blood on his arm after a knife attack. The agent has a slightly bloody cut on his face after Morphey gets it there with a sword. A person falls when the structure underneath gives way,
and the other person pierces the object (we don't see the impact, but we see blood splattered and then see a dead and bloodied man with an object sticking out of his body). The man is wounded and fatally wounded (with bloody results). We see a computer-digitized view of a character who put his hand in another
character's chest to restart their heart (nothing bloody, gory or realistic). DISRESPECT/BAD ATTITUDE As a rogue representation of the machine world, Mr. Smith wants to kill Neo and others. Other such agents also have the same agenda, and various mechanized watchers (robotic squid) want to destroy humans. We
hear that Morpheus did not obey Locke's orders. Merovingian kidnapped Key Maker and then sends his goons to kill Neo and others. Persephone shoots one man in the head (with blood splattering). Persephone claims she knows her husband cheats on her and tells him he still wears another woman's lipstick. When he
says there's no one on it, she claims the other woman didn't kiss his face. SCARY SCENES Scenes listed in the Violence section can also be hectic, tense or tense for some viewers (especially occasional harrowing fight sequences and various close calls, etc.). The man uses a knife to cut his palm twice (with blood
coming out). Then he approaches Neo as if he's going to hurt him, but nothing happens. The two are gonna turn into horrible looks that sink to the floor, chase after him and fight with Neo and others. The long-running fight-and-chase sequence on the LA freeway is likely to be intense enough for some/many spectators in
exaggerated action fashion (including a motorcycle swaying through traffic, walking the wrong path and fighting atop a moving half-race with volatile moments). It's just managing to catch trinity before it falls to its death. The injured character dies but comes back to life. Different characters have to flee the squid like
robotic watchers chasing them. Weapons/Weapon Pistols/Machine guns/Shotguns/Knives/Swords/Various medieval weapons: Used to threaten, injure or kill various characters. See Violence for more information. IMITATION BEHAVIOR Phrases: Byd*t, Pompous Pr*k, Pissing, Wipe Ass, Take Kick him ass and screw
him. All the wild and spectacular struggles and stunts (such as standing and jumping from moving cars, as well as driving a motorcycle through and then against traffic on a busy freeway) can be attractive for some children to try to emulate. Jump scene no. MUSIC (SCARY/TENSE) The film plays an extreme amount of
such music (along with action-oriented type). MUSIC (INAPPROPRIATE) No. PROFANITY At least 2 f words, 13 words s, 2 slang terms using male genitals (pr*ck), 3 devils, 2 ass, 2 hell and 4 uses each of G-damn and Oh My God, 2 of Oh God and 1 use each of Christ, Jesus and My God as exclamations. There's also
incomplete as my guest... When Link enters his house and playfully begins to turn to his wife, but then realizes that some children are present. In addition, Merovingian claims to love to threw up in French and then says something (which may or may not be biting) in French. SEX/NUDITY Niobe shows some cleavage like
another woman later. Neo and Trinity make some passionate flocks in the elevator (with some heavy breathing). Neo and Trinity have a short but passionate kiss. From afar and partly in some shadows, we see Neo lying on top of the Trinity (with a partial glimpse of the side of the naked butt) and kissing her. Then we
see a head and shoulder shot of them kissing, with sex implied by the movement of parts of their body that we can see (which includes the top of her bare chest). We also see her satisfied facial expression. Once they've done, we see a snapshot of their sweaty bodies intertwined along with a partial view of his naked butt
(as the camera zooms in and out of them). At the same time, and interconnection with the above, we see the thrones of people dancing together, with some of them doing some sensual, body grinding against each other (dressed). This alternates between full and close-up by shots of dancing bodies and appears to be a
short shot of bare breasts through a transparent shirt. Persephone shows quite a bit of cleavage, while another woman also shows some. We see the camera's point of view as it accelerates and then between a computer-digitized version of a woman's legs to her crotch under the restaurant table (nothing explicit or
realistic is visible). Persephone offers to help Neo and others, but not before he passionately kisses her as he means it (so she can once again feel what it is). Persephone claims she knows her husband cheats on her and tells him he still wears another woman's lipstick. When he says there's no one on it, she claims the
other woman didn't kiss his face. There is no smoking. TENSE FAMILY SCENES Link's wife is unhappy that he is away from home (she claims to have lost two brothers in the same reason he is related). Persephone claims she knows her husband it and and helps his enemy. TOPICS to talk about what constitutes
reality. The concept of whether we control the technique or it controls us. Cause and effect. Fight for freedom. VIOLENCE Now a motorcycle without a rider explodes when landing on a small building (which also explodes). Trinity beats with different people, beating and kicking them. She then jumped out the window,
firing back (in slow motion) with machine guns at those who shoot her. The agent then jumps out behind her, and the slow shooting continues as they fall outside. One of his bullets then hits her torso (with some blood) and she slams into a parked car outside (it all turns out to be a dream come true). Later, we'll see most
of the two above scenes later in the film again. Three agents dent and then smash through the door. They then fight with Neo, who blocks his punches and kicks with his feet, and delivers his own back to them (including smashing some against walls, etc.). Some guys break through the glass ceiling. One of them beams
through a phone call, but Agent Smith then appears and jams his hand into the remaining chest, resulting in black electronic blood flowing from the wound and covering the man's body (until it turns into Smith's duplicate). Neo gets into a martial arts battle (block and delivered punches and punches, etc.) with an Oracle
bodyguard. Smith does a higher breast thing with Neo (with the resulting black electronic blood coming out), but Neo overcomes that. Later, another version of Smith does so with another person (with the result of black blood). Then, Neo gets into a several-minute fight with Agent Smith and the growing number of
duplicates of his versions. During this, many kicks, kicks and other punches are blocked and delivered by Neo and many Smiths. Many blows are quite brutal in nature, including when Neo plucks a pole from the ground and sucks her concrete base against various Smiths. He then uses the pole to hit and knock around
the Smiths and appears to impale one with him. After a bigger fight, all the Smiths pile on to Neo, who then blasts them and away from him. Persephone shoots one man in the head (with blood splattering). Goons fire a huge amount of bullets at Neo, which stops them with some kind of energy field (causing bullets to fall
to the floor). All sorts of martial arts violence (with punching, hitting and throwing others around) with some property damage going on (statues smashed, etc.). During this, many goons try to hit Neo with various medieval weapons and all goons apparently end up dead (sometimes brutal blows from these weapons).
Trinity shoots gonna hand in hand (with bloody results) and Morphey smashes the door on that arm. More martial arts fight (including knife attack that cuts Trinity's hand) and goon then holds knife Trinity throat. One of the ghostly goons is then shot in the head (but that doesn't kill him). The car crashes into the back of
another car and machine gun fire, followed by the mysteries of one car. A long car chase, an attack and a fight sequence then takes place on a busy freeway. More bullets are recalled by the runaway car, while another car flips over and lands on its roof. One of those ghostly goons then flies into the car and Morpheus
and he exchanges punches as they fight inside him. He tries to stab him, Trinity and Key Maker with a knife. During this, the agent jumps on another vehicle, smashing his front end and causing him to flip as he jumps from it and into the fleeing car. More vehicles crash while the agent shoots at those inside the fleeing
car, which then crashed against a wall. Morpheus slices passing trucks with a sword and then repeatedly fires at his understaking as he flips over. Then the truck explodes. Much more martial arts fight takes place on top of a moving semi truck (between Morpheus and agent), including having Morpheus trying to hit him
with a sword (and stabbing his face a little). A man lands another car after falling from a moving truck while another person falls and smashes into the windshield. A truck attempts to smash a motorcycle into a wall. The truck smashes into the back of the car while more crashing. Two semis crash into each other and
explode, with Neo flying in and rescuing two people who were thrown from above each other. The woman beats and kicks several guards. A person falls when the structure underneath gives way, and the other person pierces the object (we don't see the impact, but we see blood splattered and then see a dead and
bloodied man with an object sticking out of his body). Something gets on the ship and it explodes. A nuclear power plant explodes. Neo and Morphey get into a fight with many Smiths (punching and kicking). One of them jabs morphs into the body and black blood stuff starts to come out. The man is wounded and fatally
wounded (with bloody results). Agent and Trinity Battle (with punches and legs) and he smashes it into walls and through it. He also takes her by the throat and pins her to the wall before throwing her the floor. Then he smashes it into the wall and we then see the second record from above reproduced. The building
explodes. As Neo flies past various buildings, they are damaged by the resulting wind/force. The injured character dies but comes back to life. The ship hit and exploded. Neo destroys many robotic watchers who pursue them but are spent afterwards. Reviewed May 12, 2003 / Published May 15, 2003 Other new and
recent reviews include: Privacy Statement and Terms of Use and Disclaimer, on this site you acknowledge by reading and agreeing to the above terms. All rights reserved, © 1996-2020 Screen It, Inc. Inc. Inc. inc.
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